rants: feedback@acmqueue.com I sn't it a shame the way the term realtime has become so misused? I've noticed a slow devolution since 1982, when realtime systems became the main focus of my research, teaching, and consulting. Over these past 20-plus years, I have watched my beloved realtime become one of the most overloaded, overused, and overrated terms in the lexicon of computing. Worse, it has been purloined by users outside of the computing community and has been shamelessly exploited by marketing opportunists. Adding to the humiliation, there is not even consistency of spelling: it variously appears as realtime (ACM Queue's style preference), real-time (the author's style preference), or real time.
WHAT IS REALTIME?
To understand my frustration, consider the history of this noble term. Realtime appears to have fi rst been used in conjunction with Project Whirlwind, a Navy fl ight simulator begun in 1947. During the 1950s and '60s realtime systems were primarily those that were distinguished from batch-processing systems or online (nonbatch) systems for use in controlling embedded systems. Indeed, in one of the fi rst textbooks on the subject, Design of Real-Time Computer Systems (Prentice Hall, 1967) , James Martin described realtime as "[a system] which controls an environment by receiving data, processing them, and taking action or returning results suffi ciently quickly to affect the functioning of the environment at that time." For the next 30 years or so, the term realtime was applied only to industrial control, weapons systems, and other exotic applications, all of which were essentially characterized as those where inability to meet deadlines led to failure-usually a spectacularly catastrophic one.
Today, the IEEE Standard Dictionary, sixth edition (John Wiley, 1996) , has seven defi nitions for the term, including: "pertaining to a system or mode of operation in which computation is performed during the actual time that an external process occurs, in order that the computation results can be used to control, monitor, or respond in a timely manner to the external process"; "an event or data transfer in which, unless accomplished within an allotted amount of time, the accomplishment of the action has either no value or diminishing value"; and "the actual time in the real world during which an event takes place." All of these defi nitions connote deadline satisfaction and, in fact, this is the commonly accepted standard for a system to be considered realtime in today's computational world.
THE SALAD DAYS OF REALTIME
During the past 30 years, realtime systems have been the subject of countless millions of dollars in research: numerous doctoral dissertations, papers, books, symposia, and various other efforts. This research, much of it funded by the U.S. Department of Defense, has imparted an exotic, even religious quality to anything realtime in the realm of computer science.
Although much of this research led to important discoveries and usable technologies, it also yielded a seemingly endless series of papers providing one infi nitesimal improvement after another on the rate-monotonic theory-which says that the best way to schedule a set of periodic, preemptive priority tasks (in terms of deadline satisfaction) is to assign priorities so that the higher the task execution frequency, the higher the priority. I was surprised, then, when at a NATO Advanced Study Institute in 1992, C. L. Liu, one of the giants of the realtime research community, stood up and announced, "There are no useful results in optimal realtime scheduling." This announcement caused pandemonium in the research community. What he meant, of course, was that there were so many constraints needed to generate pretty theoretical formulations, that these theories were almost useless in practical systems.
Soon after Liu's pronouncement, I noticed a change in the direction of realtime systems research toward a more applied nature-then, an expansion in use of the term. This is quite an eclectic mix of computing, noncomputing, and entertainment uses for the term. While some of these uses are legitimate (you fi gure out which ones), others are most offensive (take notice, Bill Maher).
A FASHIONABLE TERM
I also checked the URLs for realtime.com, real-time. com, and real-time.org. They were owned, respectively, by Realtime Communications (an ISP), Real Time Enterprises Inc. (real-time Linux), and real-time.org (realtime pundit Doug Jensen's site with the appropriate quote, "It's not your father's realtime"). For those looking for a glamorous domain name, realtime.org is still available.
A book search on Amazon.com for real-time yielded 33,373 hits. I suspect that this number does not indicate how many books actually have real-time in the title, but rather how many have an index term of real-time. Still, it is absurd to think that so many books actually have some connection to realtime.
REALTIME CATS?
Near realtime, soft, fi rm, and hard realtime, and not realtime are all widely used terms that refer to the relative importance attached to the satisfaction of deadlines. But if you use the notion of attaching a deadline to anything as meaning realtime, then what isn't realtime? Can you think of any kind of task that doesn't have some kind of deadline? Here is a deadline for everything: sometime before our sun burns out and all of humankind is extinct.
CIOs now talk about building the "realtime enterprise" and creating "realtime business intelligence" using data analytics. The former is really a business process strategy that incorporates software and business process tuning to increase the agility of the organization. The latter involves applying AI techniques on the fl y, for example, to detect fraud in credit card transactions. These uses of the term can be forgiven, I suppose. But search the Food Network recipe database and you'll get hits on "real-time cooking"; the Nascar site yields 36 hits on everything from "telematics" to an article about "what drives fans away." I tried to think of an application domain where realtime seemed improbable, but even the International Society of Arboriculture Web site yielded a hit in the following context: "Since no one can wind back the clock, we have to live our realtime, it is unlikely that we will 'cultivate' a tree until it's 'old'…" To see how ridiculous the misuse can be, just search on "real-time XYZ" where XYZ is your favorite subject. For example, "real-time lunch" yielded LunchOnline.ca, "a real-time solution to locating lunch specials at your favorite restaurant." "Real-time cats" produced a story about an erstwhile inventor who was lynched at a cat show by enraged fans when his "real-time cat translator" painted an unfl attering portrait of one of its feline subjects.
I still wonder why there is such an obsession with the term realtime. What is it about the term that imbues special properties on anything with which it is associated? I suppose having been a specialist in realtime systems for so many years, I should be fl attered that everyone wants to jump on the realtime bandwagon. But as Doug Jensen says, "It isn't your father's realtime anymore." Q
